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ANALYTIC EVALUATION OF CERTAIN 
CHARACTERISTIC CLASSESO) 

BY 

CLARK D. JEFFRIES 

1. Introduction. We have an alternative proof of the following result of Kervaire 

[2]: 

THEOREM. Let V-+M be a real vector bundle with fibre dimension n>4k+l over 
a compact Ak-manifold. Suppose V restricted to M— {x} is trivial. Choose a Riemann 
structure for V and an orthonormal frame for V restricted to M—{x}. Thus the ob
struction to extending the frame smoothly over M is an element X in n^^SO (n))^Z. 
Then up to sign the evaluation of the kth Pontrayagin class Pk on M is ak(2k— 1) ! • A, 
where ak is I or 2 depending upon whether k is even or odd. 

Like the original proof, our proof depends ultimately upon the computations of 
homotopy groups of the classical groups of R. Bott. Unlike the original algebraic 
topological proof, our proof is analytic and computational. The scheme is: first, to 
couch the Pontrayagin classes in analytic terms; second, to exhibit explicit gener
ators of 7r4A._1(*S,0(aA;2

2fc-:l))^7r4fc_1(»SrO(«)), k>3; and third, to compute. 
Enlightening conversations with K. Y. Lam contributed to the development of 

this paper. 
2. Notation. A metric connection is a connection V in V chosen with respect to 

a Riemann structure ^ such that W = 0 . The Pontrayagin classes can be expressed 
in terms of the elementary symmetric functions of the curvature matrix Q of any 
such connection. Since F restricted to M— {x} is trivial, only the highest Pontra
yagin class is nontrivial. It follows that an alternative technique, using the traces of 
powers of Q, gives the same Pontrayagin class structure. Thus the kth Pontrayagin 
class is represented by the 4fc-form: 

pk = i trO2* 
k (2Tr)2k(2k)l 

Let co denote the local connection forms obtained from a metric connection V and 
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a local frame < ;̂ i — 1, 2, . . . , n\ for V orthonormal with respect to ^ . That is, 
n 

co^=^(V^5 Çj), so £2j=rfa)J—2 ^ A ^ o r simply Qt=dœ-œ2. 

An unpublished result of A. Deicke follows. 

LEMMA. Locally we may define (4l—X)-forms ^4î_x: 

<?u-, = (21)! 1 0
( ; ~ . 1 ) ' I t r ^ O - V O " • • • co2Q™') 

77w?/i dcp^1-1 =tr Q2ï. 

This expresses the local triviality of the closed 4/-form tr Q,21. The proof is 
straightforward but tedious. 

3. Algebraic topological considerations. First we note that in proving the 
theorem we may as well assume that the fibre dimension n of V is at least 
0fc2

2fc_1, k>3, since the Pontrayagin classes ignore the addition of trivial bundles. 
Second, recall that the Hurwitz-Radon theorem provides 4k— 1 skew anti-

commuting (afc2
2&-1 X a ^ ^ - m a t r i c e s {MJ, i=2 , ... ,4k9 with M\=-I (again 

and hereafter ak=l if A: is even and ak=2 if A: is odd). The quaternionic multiplica
tion in ^?4 and the Cayley multiplication in 0i% arise from matrices of this type. 
We will restrict our attention to such sets of matrices with the additional condition 
that the product M2 Mz • • * M4fc (necessarily ±7) is +1. Thus we choose one of the 
two (up to isomorphism) irreducible Clifford modules of dimension 4k— 1. The 
quaternionic and Cayley multiplications are representatives of the alternative 
choice. The iterative scheme for construction of the matrices is given intrinsically 
by Zvengrowski [6]. 

Let M i = / a n d {MJ; /=2 , . . . , 4k; be matrices of the above type. Consider the 
(4fc-l)-sphere S^'1 c &*k as the set {(xl9 x2,.. . , xék) \ x\+x\+- • -+x\k=\). 
There are natural maps 

ak:S*-1-+SO(a1i2**-1) 
defined by 

4fc 

ak(xl9 . . . , x4fc) = 2 xtMi 

That the map GX is a generator of 7r3(S0(4))^Z+Z and leads to a generator of 
7r3(£0(s))^Z, s>5, under inclusion follows from Steenrod [4, pp. 115-117]. 
Similarly, that the map a2 is a generator of 7T7(SO(8))^Z+Z and leads to a 
generator of 7T1{S0{t))^zZ, t>9, under inclusion follows from Toda, Saito, and 
Yokota [5]. In higher dimensions, ak is a generator of 7r4fc_1(ûffc2

2A:~1)^Z, fc>3, and 
this is a consequence of the Periodicity Theorem as presented by Atiyah, Bott, and 
Shapiro [1]. Roughly speaking, just as S4&_1 is the intrinsic join of S3 or S7 with S7 
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several times, ak is the "join" in the sense of Zvengrowski of either o1 or o*2 with 
a2 several times. 

We will prove the theorem making use of the above explicit generators of 
7r3(SO(s))^Z,s>5; 7 T 7 ( S O ( 0 ) ^ Z , ^ 
k>3, n>ak2*k-\ 

4. Proof of the Theorem. The evaluation of Pk is, of course, independent of the 
choice of connection. Thus we may choose a special metric and metric connection 
pair. Describe F near x as 3#n X ffl*10. Then choose the metric and metric connection 
to be Euclidean near x and arbitrary elsewhere. Let {xf} be the usual Euclidean 
frame for ^ n , so near x Vx,=0 and @(xi9 x3)=du. Let {|J be an orthonormal 
frame for V restricted to M—{x}. Connection forms defined over M— {x} are 
coi=^(V£ f, £,). By our choice of connection, Q = 0 near x. Let B*k be the unit ball 
in M with centre at x, so 3^4fc=5'4fc~1. By Stokes' theorem, the lemma, and the 
local vanishing of Q, 

J p _ \ j t r Q?k 
M k {27Tf\2k)\jM 

(27rfk(2k)\ JM-B" {27rf\2k)\ (4Jfc-l)! Js4*"1 

Now suppose the comparison of the frames {f j and {xj over *S4fc~1 gives rise to the 
integer A e Z^ir^^SOin)). Then the comparison map is homotopic to the com
position 

54fc-i a * ^ 54fc-! Q » ® ^ s o ^ 

Thus $M P*. will be X times the number which would be obtained from a generating 
frame corresponding to ak. 

Thus it remains only to show that if the comparison map is the generating map, 
that is, if co=(d(rfc0O)(<rj.e J)-1 over S4*"1, then the evaluation of $MPk is ak(2k-1) !. 

Therefore suppose 

co = r(i<ftc,M,) 0 o\ [ " ( x j M ^ f x . M ^ © / I 

Since we will ultimately evaluate the trace of co4*-1, we disregard the O block of co. 
Rearranging terms leads to 

co = 2 xi dxjM!+ 2 (** dXj—Xj dxt)MiMj 
l i<3 

Define 2-forms {a<J; / , y = l , . . . , 4k; on S**-1 by 

fl« = 2 (*i dXt—Xi dxj) A (x, dXj—Xf dxt) 
i 

It is easy to check that ai~—aH and ^ A % = 0 unless i, j , k, I are distinct. 
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Furthermore, 

a>2 = l^aijMtMj 
i<3 

It follows that 

C O 4 * " 2 = ^ aiH A a h ù A • • • A ^ùfc-3Ùfc-2
Mi2M»3 " * ' M û*-2 

Kl'ï.t's Ûft-2 

+ 2 ai2i3 A • • • A ahk_2hk_1Mj2Mh • 
l<32.h,..-,Uk-l 

[June 

' • M**-! 

Finally, it may be shown that the symmetric part (co4fc-1)sîm of co4*-1 is 

(w4fc_1)sym = i 2 signCOO^ dxi2-xi2 dxit) A a,V4 A • • • A aUk_lUkI 
t'€perm{l,.. . ,4fc} 

Now 

i 2 sign(i)(xai dxi2-xi2 dxh) A a,8<4 A • • • A ai4fc_li4fc 
ieperm{l,...,4fc} 

= (4fc - 1 ) ! 2 sign( j)x ix dxH A dx,-3 A • • • A dxUk = (4 k -1) ! A t t_1 
jecyclic perm{l 4fc} 

where A4fc_1 is the standard orientation form induced on S*k~x via the standard 
embedding in ^4fc. Recall 

i A^ = 2 • * * 

Since tr ^ - ^ ( ^ - l ) ! a^2*-1 A4fc_l5 

(2fe-l)l f 4*-i (2fe-l)! 2fc_! 2fc 

I trco = (4k—l)lak2 -l-n = ak(2k~-l)\ 
(27r)2fc(4/c-l)!Js4fc-1 (27r)2fc(4/c-l)! 

and the proof is complete. 

5. Remarks. We conclude with a 

COROLLARY. Suppose V has fibre dimension 4k and is trivial over M—{x}. Then 
generators of 7r^lc_1{SO{4k))^Z+Z may be chosen so that the integers associated 
with the obstruction to a global frame for V are: 

(ÏX+{2ak(2K-l)l}-iPk, {ak(2K-l)\}-ipk) k=l,2 

(ft, {^(2^-1)!}-^) k>3 

where % denotes the Euler characteristic of V. 

Proof. Recall that the Euler characteristic and Pontrayagin characteristic of 
T(S*k) are 2 and 0. According to Steenrod [4, p. 121], the characteristic map of 
S*k generates the kernel ( ^ Z ) of 7T^_1(SO(4k))^Z+Z-^7Ték_1(SO(4k+l)^Z. 

Case k=l, 2. Choose as generators: (1, Uncharacteristic map of S^k; and 
(0, l)^(Tfc. Thus %(\9 0)=2 andPfc(l, 0)=0. Since we have chosen M2M3- • • M4A;= 
+ / (not —J), a^r^ÇO, —1) is representative of the quaternionic or Cayley multi
plication. In view of the expositions of TT3(SO(4)) and IT7(SO(S)) given by Steenrod, 
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and Toda, Saito, and Yokota, the image of a generator of 7Ték_1(SO(4k—l))^Z 
under inclusion in 7T^k_1{SO{4k)) is (1, 2) up to sign. Thus 0=^(1 ,2)=2+2#(0,1) , 
so #(0, 1 ) = - 1 . The theorem provides Pk(0, l)=ak(2k-l)\. 

Case k>3. Consider the exact sequence 

*« - i ( t t> (4* - l ) f e Z -1* 7r,k_1(SO(4k+ 1))^Z—>7T4fc_1(F4fc+1,2)^Z2 

— • 7r4fc_2(SO(4£-l))^Z2 —> 7T4fc_2(5(9(4^+l))=0 

That TTAk_z{SO(4k+\))=§ follows from the Periodicity Theorem, and the other 
homotopy groups of rotation groups may be found in Kervaire [3]. It follows that 
/ i s an isomorphism. We choose generators of 7r4fc_x(SO(4k)) as follows: (1, 0)^the 
characteristic map of S*k, as before; and (0, l )^ the image under inclusion of the 
generator of 7r4fc_1(*S'0(4Â:—1)) chosen so thatP^O, 1) is positive. Thus #(1, 0)=2, 

X(0, 1)=0,P, (1 , 0)=0, andP*(0, l)=ak(2k-l)l 
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